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OUR CLIENTS TOLD US...

“This service was outstanding
and I truly believe that I would
still be in a black hole fighting
for some type of assistance. I
cannot thank you enough for
the help I received.”
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Local CLC Impact Report
Local CLC provides free legal help to anyone in who lives, works
or studies in the Local area, or otherwise has a connection to this
community. Our services are designed to be appropriate to the
needs of the Local community, and effective so that they have a
positive impact for clients.
Our services: Last financial year
The Generalist Service provides 45 minute, one-off legal advices on a
range of civil and criminal law matters, which can include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wills and powers of attorney
Consumer issues such as debt, contracts and rights
Boundary fences
Domestic violence orders
Criminal matters, including youth
Tenancy matters.

We also provide guidance to clients who have civil law matters in the courts
through our Self-Represented Litigants Clinic. Both of these services rely
on the important contributions of our volunteers.
The Welfare Rights Service provides advice, information and
representation in matters relating to Centrelink issues for people across
the Local community. Additionally, there is an opportunity, following
assessment, for clients to be represented to the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal (AAT).
The Domestic Violence Duty Lawyer Service, provided at Local
Magistrates Court, means that people affected by family violence can gain
protection, as lawyers support them in applications for domestic violence
protection orders. Working in partnership with Legal Aid Queensland, we
provide legal help to people responding to allegations of domestic violence.
The Family Relationship Centre Partnership continues to offer legal
assistance and support in the separation process in an attempt to reduce
the number of matters that need to go before the courts. Our family law
practice is focused on parenting provisions, but we also offer limited advice
on divorce and property settlement procedures.
The Employment Law Service assists workers facing issues with
employment, and provides free, confidential legal advice, further assistance
and referrals for vulnerable employees in these areas. It assists with the
following issues:
•
•
•
•
•

Unfair dismissal
Unlawful termination and general protections claims
Underpayment of entitlements
Breach of contract
Equal opportunity.

1,234

legal advices were provided to Local
residents as part of the Generalist
Service and the Self-Represented
Litigants Clinic

68+17
the Welfare Rights Service provided
advice to 68 clients, and represented
17 clients at the AAT

81%
of the Domestic Violence Duty Lawyer
clients are referred to community
services for more help

81%
of Family Relationship Centre clients
feel more confident navigating the
legal system

91%
of Employment Law Service clients
would recommend our services

OUR CLIENTS TOLD US...

“Very thorough, went out of the
way to help, disappointed in
final result but that was not the
fault of the legal service.”
“Very caring, attentive
and informative.”
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Our clients
61% of our clients are women
12% of our clients are First Australians
19% of our clients have disability
18% of our clients are aged over 65 years
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85%

of clients said Local CLC staff helped
them to understand their legal issues,
and the available options

86%
of clients agreed or strongly agreed
that our service was easy to access

What our clients say
Local CLC surveyed 60 clients across the
month of February last financial year.
This survey group represents just under 10% of our total clients across
one year. Proportionately, more women over the age of 50 years old
provided responses to the survey (20%), than are represented in our
overall client base (7%). Our largest group of clients are women aged
between 18 and 45 (47%).
The feedback from our client survey was as follows:
• 85% of clients said Local CLC staff helped them to
understand their legal issues, and the available options
• 86% of clients agreed or strongly agreed that our service
was easy to access
• 93% of clients were confident that our staff [not just
lawyers] could assist them
• 83% of clients agreed that our information and resources
were useful
• 86% of clients found our staff friendly and respectful
• 93% of clients now know where they can get legal help in
the future
• 88% of clients felt we met their personal and cultural needs
in providing a service.

93%
of clients were confident that
our staff [not just lawyers]
could assist them

83%
of clients agreed that our
information and resources
were useful

86%
of clients found our staff
friendly and respectful

93%
of clients now know where they
can get legal help in the future

88%
of clients felt we met their
personal and cultural needs in
providing a service

By making sure that more
people with disability
can get accessible and
appropriate legal services,
we increase the likelihood
that their matter will be
properly heard/adjudicated,
resulting in decreased
stress and anxiety, and
decreasing their social
isolation/exclusion.
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Our focus on increasing accessibility of our services
Research completed by the Law and Justice Foundation1 shows that
people with a disability or mental illness have high vulnerability to a broad
range of legal problems. Information from the Local Council shows that
one in five residents (20%) has a disability, but last year, only 8% of our
clients told us they had a disability.
This year, Local CLC developed a number of strategies (shown below) to
make our services more accessible to people with disability. As a result of
this work, last year, 19% of clients told us they had a disability, an increase
of 75% in just two years.

Developing a
Disability Action
Plan, which sets
out a framework for
service delivery that is
appropriate, inclusive,
non-discriminatory and
effective
Partnering with
Anti-Discrimination
Commission Queensland
to host a morning tea in
December to celebrate
International Day of People
with a Disability

Delivering community
legal education
sessions on Appealing
and Reviewing NDIS
decisions to family and
carer groups

Entering into a
memorandum of
understanding (MOU) with
Local Disability Service Inc,
a large provider of services
to people with disability in
the Local area

Reviewing our office’s
physical features, to
ensure that the building
is accessible for people
with mobility issues

Courmarelos, C; McDonald, H; Forell, S and Wei, Z (2015, November) Collaborative Planning Resource – Service Planning. Page 63. Law and Justice Foundation New South
Wales. Retrieved 1 March 2018: http://www.lawfoundation.net.au/ljf/site/templates/reports/$file/CPR_Service_Planning_Nov2015.pdf

Our client’s stories

Michael’s story
Access to social security benefits ensures
that people who have a disability can live with
dignity and have their basic needs met. For
people with a disability, it can be challenging to
negotiate a complex social security system to
obtain the social security benefit to which they
are entitled.
After approaching a number of government
and non-government agencies for assistance
to obtain disability support payment, Michael
sought assistance from Local CLC. He was
experiencing high levels of stress about how
to pay for his daily needs, as he did not have
regular income.
Local CLC assisted Michael by contacting
Centrelink and negotiating with them about
Michael’s entitlement to income support. This
involved providing documents to Centrelink that
provided evidence of Michael’s situation.
As a result of Local CLC’s work, Michael is now
in receipt of disability income support. Michael
has been able to start paying off a backlog of
bills, and has said that: ‘Thanks to Local CLC, I
feel less stressed and more in control.’

Jannali’s story
All children have a right to be cared for in a safe
environment. When a child’s parent is unable
to provide that care, grandparents can be an
important part of extended families to take over
this responsibility. The child protection and family
law systems are complex to negotiate when a
grandparent is wanting to ensure their grandchild
is living in a safe environment.
Jannali sought assistance from Local CLC when
her grandchild, Mia, was taken into the care of
Child Safety as a result of her daughter, Tarni,
being unable to take care of Mia.
The relationship between Jannali and Jane broke
down as a result of Tarni’s drug use. Mia was
disruptive in school, on the days that she made it.
After Mia was taken into the care of Child Safety,
Jannali didn’t have any contact with her, despite
many requests.
Local CLC assisted Jannali with her application
to the Regional Magistrates Court to obtain
guardianship of Mia. A solicitor from Local CLC
represented Jannali in her guardianship hearing.
As a result of the assistance provided by Regional
CLC, Jannali was successful in her application to
care for Mia. Jannali is feeling less stressed about
Mia’s future care and Mia is regularly attending
school, with her behaviour at school improving.
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Our impact on our clients
Clients of Local CLC agree that we provide appropriate
services that can assist with them resolving their legal
problems and as a result they feel better equipped with
how to seek help in the future. While some clients identified
that they felt their legal problem was not resolved to their
satisfaction (22%), they did not attribute this to a problem
with the services provided by Local CLC.
The case studies illustrate that when clients have their legal problems resolved, this can lead to
greater impacts upon their lives such as improved family relationships, freedom from debt, and
access to an income.
In the coming 12 months, we look forward to working towards further increasing our access to the
community through the development of a Reconciliation Action Plan.

Case studies illustrate that
when clients have
their legal problems resolved,
this can lead to greater impacts
upon their lives such as
improved family relationships,
freedom from debt, and access
to an income.
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Working with our Local community
Local CLC is able to provide holistic support to our clients
through developing and maintaining strong relationships
with Local community organisations.
Working collaboratively with community partner
organisations involves:

Some of our work

• Providing community legal education

Schoolies is a long-standing tradition for school leavers in
Queensland, but unfortunately, the fun can result in young
people getting into trouble with the police and the criminal
justice system.

• Working with Local community partners so that they are
well equipped to link the Local community into our client
services.
The impact we are seeking to achieve through this work is
that our community has:
• Increased legal knowledge and education
• Increased access to services that meet their legal needs.

Our Activities
Our Community legal education
Our community legal education (CLE) program at Local CLC
includes:
• Legal education session at schools in preparation for Year
12 students attending Schoolies week
• Self-Help Kit on writing affidavits for children’s matters in
the Family Court
• Information workshop for workers at the Local Domestic
Violence Service about assisting women to apply for a
domestic violence order (DVO).
Community relationships
Local CLC works closely with our community partners, which
include:
• Warm referral pathway with the Local DV Service, Local
Legal Aid office, and Local Aboriginal Service which provide
priority access to these clients
• Participation in the Local Regional Legal Assistance Forum
• Participation in the Local Family Law Pathways network
• Active member of the Queensland Consumer Alliance network.

Three years ago, as a result of Local CLC’s legal information
on our website, Local High School approached us to provide
their Year 12 students with some legal information about
how to stay out of trouble at Schoolies.
Local CLC developed a community education session
specifically about Schoolies and delivered the training to 200
students at Local High School. Local High School received
positive feedback about the session and have subsequently
invited Local CLC to provide the session every year. In the last
year, the education session has been rolled out to 5 more high
schools, as a result of Local High School spreading the word.
Students that attended the session were surveyed for
feedback. Over 80% of the students said they better
understood how to stay out of trouble at Schoolies.

STUDENTS THAT ATTENDED THE
SCHOOLIES INFORMATION SESSION
WERE SURVEYED FOR FEEDBACK.

+80%

Over 80% of the students said
they better understood how to
stay out of trouble
at Schoolies.

OUR COMMUNITY PARTNERS SAY...

“We have worked with Local
CLC to assist clients in
navigating the legal system
and we always feel confident
that the service will provide the
client with what is required for
their issue.”

“Always obliging and
responsive to requests.
Provides good advice
to clients.”

LOCAL COMMUNITY LEGAL CENTRE IMPACT REPORT
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What our community partners say
We asked our community partners about the impact our work
had on their ability to assist clients to access our service.
There were 10 respondents to our community partners survey.
All of the respondents to the survey work with Local CLC to
either provide referrals to our CLC, or accept referrals from
our CLC. There were no respondents that worked with us to
provide legal education in the community this year.
The feedback from our community partners survey was as follows:
• Over 90% of our community partner survey respondents agree or strongly
agree that Local CLC has contributed to the community having improved
knowledge and self-confidence around legal issues
• 100% of survey respondents had confidence in making a referral to Local
CLC for appropriate support or advice
• Over 80% of survey respondents indicated that they had increased
competence and knowledge in making legal referrals to Local CLC.
Our community partners who make referrals to Local CLC say:
“Always appreciate the readiness and willingness of staff to consider any
issues raised and staff interest in our clientele group.”
“Always obliging and responsive to requests. Provides good advice to clients.”
“We have worked with Local CLC to assist clients in navigating the legal
system and we always feel confident that the service will provide the client
with what is required for their issue.”
After we have provided CLE activities, we always seek feedback about them
to ensure we have met participant goals, and to enable us to improve future
CLE activities. Following are some of the comments from DV workers
about Local CLC’s DVO Workshop:
“I feel better equipped to talk to women about applying for a DVO.”
“I understand the DVO application better.’
“I have a better appreciation of what is involved in successfully applying for
a DVO.’

+90%

Over 90% of our community partner
survey respondents agree or strongly
agree that Local CLC has contributed
to the community having improved
knowledge and self-confidence around
legal issues

100%
of survey respondents had
confidence in making a referral to
Local CLC for appropriate support
or advice

+80%
Over 80% of survey respondents
indicated that they had increased
competence and knowledge in making
legal referrals to Local CLC
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Our impact in our community
Local CLC works closely with community organisation partners to ensure
that members of Local community get the legal services they need when
they need them. Referral to and from our community partners are a vital
part of being responsive to the community’s legal needs and ensuring that
the people who most need our help have priority access to our services.
There is some future work in enhancing Local CLC’s warm/facilitated
referral process to community partners to ensure clients get the extra
support they need.
Local CLC provides CLE activities and resources to the Local community
and community partners. Our CLE program is designed to improve the legal
education and knowledge of the community and our partners, so that our
community can get the legal help they need, or avoid legal problems in the first
place.
The evidence indicates that this is best done with community partners that
work most closely with the clients that need our services, and in the next
12 months, we look forward to developing our CLE program in consultation
with them.
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Local CLC’s contribution to
legal policy and practice
This year, Local CLC engaged in a range of
law reform activities:
Discrimination test case
Local CLC provided representation and support to a client who experienced
workplace discrimination. This case was heard at the Fair Work
Commission and appealed to the Federal Court. The Federal Court not only
determined that the client had experienced unlawful discrimination, but
that the law is now interpreted by the Court in a way that will make it easier
for future complainants to bring a discrimination claim.
#FundEqualJustice campaign
Local CLC was an active part of the national #FundEqualJustice campaign
which was campaigning against Commonwealth funding cuts to CLCs.
Local CLCs met with a number of Federal government politicians and
supported clients to tell their story about the importance of CLC services to
their lives in local media. The #FundEqualJustice campaign was successful
in reversing the funding cuts, with Local CLC able to maintain its current
level of funding and services. See our case study on page 18.
Submission to the Queensland government review on tenancy legislation
Local CLC provided a written submission on the Housing Bill (Qld). Local
CLC’s submission was particularly focused on ensuring that landlords
could not prematurely terminate a tenancy without reasonable grounds. A
copy of our submission is on our website.
Queensland Consumer Alliance
Local CLC is an active member of the Queensland Consumer Alliance,
which is a network of lawyers and community organisations focusing on
the issues experienced by vulnerable consumers. This year, the alliance
focused its attention on the long-running problem of payday lending.
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Local CLC provides a range of
services that contribute to the
efficiency and effectiveness of
the justice system including:
• Providing weekly duty
lawyer services at the Local
Magistrates Court for domestic
violence applications
• Providing a family law clinic that
assists unrepresented clients
to prepare their documents for
filing in the Family Court
• CLE sessions on how to avoid
unfair contracts with mobile
phone providers.
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SURVEY RESPONDENTS SAID...

“Local CLC provides an effective
service, particularly with clients
who are experiencing stressful
situations in relation to payments
& explaining processes, and
connecting them with other
agencies.”

“The solicitors at Local
CLC and the work they
do provides a means
for managing applicant
and respondent
expectations about law
and court processes.”
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What the justice system says
about how Local CLC works
Local CLC surveyed 10 people working in the
justice system that interact with Local CLC:
• 83% of respondents worked in a court or tribunal
• 17% of respondents worked in a government department
• Survey respondents were either in roles in court registries (83%) or in
other non-identified roles (17%)
• 67% of respondents indicated that their level of interaction with Local
CLC was moderate, with 33% of respondents indicating that their level of
interaction with Local CLC was high.
The Justice System survey respondents were largely from courts or
tribunals. There were no respondents from other legal assistance services.
The concentration of respondents from courts or tribunals enabled Local
CLC to get strong feedback about its effectiveness in supporting the
justice system, however those types of respondents may find it difficult to
comment on Local CLC’s contribution to legal and public policy.
The majority of respondents agreed that Local CLC’s work was effective in
supporting the justice system:

83%

of survey respondents agreed or
strongly agreed that Local CLC
provided an effective service for
vulnerable individuals and the
broader community

79%
of respondents agreed or strongly
agreed that Local CLC lawyers
provided high quality services to
their clients

81%
of respondents agreed or strongly
agreed that Local CLC contributed
to reduced incidence of nonappearances in court

• 83% of survey respondents agreed or strongly agreed that Local CLC
provided an effective service for vulnerable individuals and the broader
community

83%

• 79% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that Local CLC lawyers
provided high quality services to their clients

of respondents agreed that Local
CLC’s work lead to increased
efficiency in processing cases

• 81% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that Local CLC
contributed to reduced incidence of non-appearances in court
• 83% of respondents agreed that Local CLC’s work lead to increased
efficiency in processing cases
• 50% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that Local CLC’s work
enabled them to be better informed on community views on legal and
public policy issues.
Survey respondents commented:
“Local CLC provides an effective service, particularly with clients who
are experiencing stressful situations in relation to payments & explaining
processes, and connecting them with other agencies.”
“The solicitors at Local CLC and the work they do provides a means for
managing applicant and respondent expectations about law and court
processes.”

50%
of respondents agreed or strongly
agreed that Local CLC’s work
enabled them to be better informed
on community views on legal and
public policy issues
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#FundEqualJustice
At the beginning of last year, Local CLC was expecting a
30% cut to its funding from the Commonwealth funding,
along with other CLCs across Australia. This meant
that many of our services to our clients and community
would be reduced by 30%, leaving people in Local
community without vital legal help.
Along with sector colleagues, Local CLC undertook
a number of activities to raise awareness in the
community of the work of Local CLC, and the impact
that funding cuts would have.
These activities included meeting with local, state and
federal politicians in the local area, telling the important
stories of our clients in local media and raising
awareness of the local community about the imminent
loss of services.
This year, the Federal Attorney-General announced the
reversal of the funding cuts, attributing his decision
to the effective campaign work of the sector, of which
Local CLC was proud to play a role.
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Our impact on the justice system
This year, Local CLC has contributed to the
efficiency and effectiveness of the justice system
by delivering services to our community that help
people to navigate the justice system or avoid
entering the justice system in the first place.
We did this through targeted service delivery that has direct impact on the effective
operation of the Magistrates and Family Courts and by conducting community legal
education that helps people avoid legal problems.
A majority of our justice colleagues in courts and tribunals have said that our work
assists them to ensure that the justice system works more effectively and efficiently.
Local CLC has been effective in influencing public and legal policy in areas that
affect our community. Half of our justice system colleagues are of the view that we
help them to better understand the issues faced by our clients and how the justice
system addresses them.
Through strategic litigation, Local CLC changed the interpretation of workplace
discrimination law, which will assist many more claimants facing illegal treatment in
the future.
As part of the #FundEqualJustice campaign, Local CLC contributed to the reversal of
the funding cuts to CLCs across the country. In the coming year, we will continue to
work with Queensland Consumer Alliance on payday lending and work with decision
makers about making tenancy law fairer for tenants.

“Local CLC has
been effective in
influencing public
and legal policy in
areas that affect
our community.”

A majority of our justice
colleagues in courts and
tribunals have said that
our work assists them to
ensure that the justice
system works more
effectively and efficiently.
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Our volunteers
This year, volunteers at Local CLC provided 8,455 hours of
support and assistance to Local CLC and our clients. Local
volunteers come from a range of different backgrounds and
bring a wealth of skills, knowledge and expertise:
• 40 experienced solicitors attended our weekly drop-in service and
fortnightly duty lawyer service on a rotating monthly basis to provide
legal advice on family law, tenancy, and elder law issues
• 5 barristers provided pro bono court support in complex representation
matters
• 10 paralegals triaged clients, liaised with court staff and assisted our
volunteer solicitors at our fortnightly duty lawyer service
• 26 hardworking law students held down the front reception, offering
administration and research support on a weekly roster, ensuring the
service ran smoothly from Monday to Friday
• 2 final year social work students completed their 4 week placement with
us and gained important hands-on client experience.

What our volunteers say
Every year, Local CLC surveys its volunteers to better understand how Local
CLC can leverage volunteer support and the impact volunteering has on the
volunteers.

8,455

hours of volunteer support and
assistance was provided to Local CLC
and our clients this year

89%
of volunteers agreed or strongly
agreed that their volunteering offered
them a unique opportunity to gain
experience in new and different areas
of law

89%

Over 50% of respondents were students, the remaining respondents being
lawyers. Surveyed volunteers were regular volunteers at Local CLC, with
44% respondents volunteering once every month, and another 44% of
respondents volunteering fortnightly. Most volunteers surveyed provided
between 1 and 3 hours every volunteering session. The remaining 12%
volunteered on a project or ad hoc basis.

of volunteers agreed or strongly
agreed that they had been able
to improve their understanding of
broader community issues through
their volunteering experience

There were 35 respondents to the volunteer survey, which is just over 40%
of the Local CLC volunteer group. The survey results do not contain any
responses from social work student volunteers.

86%

The survey results indicated that:
• 89% of volunteers agreed or strongly agreed that their volunteering
offered them a unique opportunity to gain experience in new and different
areas of law
• 89% of volunteers agreed or strongly agreed that they had been able to
improve their understanding of broader community issues through their
volunteering experience
• 86% of volunteers agreed or strongly agreed that they had been able to
improve their practice as a result of their experience at Local CLC
• 77% of volunteers agreed or strongly agreed that their experience at
Local CLC had enhanced their career prospects.

of volunteers agreed or strongly
agreed that they had been able to
improve their practice as a result of
their experience at Local CLC

77%
of volunteers agreed or strongly
agreed that their experience at Local
CLC had enhanced their career
prospects.
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LOCAL CLC VOLUNTEERS SAY...

“The people are genuine and
easy to get along with, the work
gives great insight and has
opened my eyes to the big issues
that the wider community are
facing, real knowledge and skills
that I won’t be able to get from
studying a degree.’”

“Great colleagues
and an overall great
experience.”
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Volunteers provide vital support at
Domestic Violence Court
Local CLC was funded to provide duty lawyer services at the
Local Magistrates Court on the call over list day for domestic
violence applications.
It is always busy on call over day at the Court and one CLC
solicitor has to rush through the list of women, resulting in a
back log of administration tasks and sometimes not being
able to make referrals to other community services.
Through the Local University law school, Local CLC
advertised for law students interested in doing volunteer
paralegal work on the duty lawyer court day. Local CLC was
overwhelmed with student interest and was able to select,
induct and train appropriate student paralegal volunteers.
Every week at court, there is now a rostered paralegal
volunteer.
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Our impact on volunteers
Overall, Local CLC was able to leverage a substantial
amount of resources for the community this year through
harnessing the energy, enthusiasm and commitment of our
80 volunteers. Many of the volunteers, through the survey,
have indicated that their volunteering experience at Local CLC
provided positive benefits to their professional development,
particularly for students and professional early in their career.
The challenge for Local CLC in the future is to ensure that
we continue to engage experienced volunteers and that
their volunteering experience at Local CLC is professionally
fulfilling and productive.

This has enabled the administrative tasks to be undertaken in
a timely manner, and there has been an increase in referrals
of women to other relevant community support services. The
volunteer paralegals are keen to remain on the roster, as they
see volunteering as being directly relevant to their future legal
careers, providing them with invaluable work experience.
One of the volunteers stated:
“I really like helping out at the Magistrates Court as a court
paralegal. The Domestic Violence solicitors are so busy, so it’s
great knowing that my volunteering means that more women
receive advice and representation.”

LOCAL CLC VOLUNTEERS SAY...

“I really like helping out at the
Magistrates Court as a court
paralegal. The Domestic Violence
solicitors are so busy, so it’s great
knowing that my volunteering
means that more women receive
advice and representation.”
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